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Abstract: Increased protection of resource-constrained devices, such as radio frequency identification (RFID) systems, is in high 
demand these days. For high-resource desktop PCs, current encryption techniques are sufficient. Access control systems, 
transaction banking systems, and payment systems are all examples of high-security applications where RFID technology are 
used. The attacker tries to deceive RFIDs in order to gain illegal access to services without paying for them or to get around 
security measures by detecting a secret password. The most difficult problem with RFID systems is ensuring effective protection 
against such infringements. For RFID systems, lightweight cryptography can give security assurance. SLIM is a novel ultra-
lightweight cryptography technique for RFID devices presented in this paper. Since block ciphers are the most commonly used 
cryptographic and provide highly strong protection for IoT devices, SLIM is a 32-bit block cipher based on the Feistel structure. 
The most difficult aspect of creating a lightweight block cipher is balancing performance, cost, and security. SLIM, like all 
symmetric block ciphers, encrypts and decrypts using the same key. The suggested method performs well in both hardware and 
software contexts, has a small implementation footprint, a reasonable cost/security ratio for RFID devices, and is energy-
efficient. SLIM has shown high immunity to the most successful linear and differential cryptanalysis assaults, as well as a 
substantial margin of defense against them. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
One of the world's most critical demands is the preservation of human existence. As a result, a real-time healthcare tracking system 
of patients' physical situation is one of the most significant criteria of hospital authorities. The Remote Patient Tracking System 
(RPMS) is a vital component of today's medical system, and it stores patient data in the cloud using a number of technologies, 
including the Internet of Things (IoT). In most smart medical systems, detection systems for physiological equipment send medical 
information from patients to a central healthcare server Control Room (CCR). In a critical situation, medical information will be 
sent to the doctor via the Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) module. Individual healthcare information could be sent 
across an untrusted network or stored in an insecure cloud service, leaving confidential material vulnerable to cyber-attacks. 
Additionally, a major point must be recognized while broadcasting through source of energy IoHT devices. Conventional techniques 
cannot be used because of the nature of these devices. The majority of cryptographic algorithms in use today were designed and 
developed for the personal computing era. In today's world, tiny computing devices are quite ubiquitous; nonetheless, these source 
of energy devices constitute a potential threat. For software and hardware devices with restricted capacities, such as RFID systems, 
standard encryption techniques are not well adapted (seeFigure1). An RFID tag, a reader, and a back-end database are the three 
main components of an RFID system (server). In healthcare, RFID devices are used for patient identification and tracking, 
equipment and asset tracking, reducing blood and medicine administration errors, and other real-world applications. Apart from that, 
it has a wide range of real-world applications. Mobile payments, virtual passports, inventory tracking, and other examples are only a 
few. An RFID tag is connected to these products, which provides important information about products. An RFID tag, or 
transmitter, is a type of detector that consist of an integrated circuit (IC) and an antenna. The integrated circuit is used to store and 
compute information. The antenna establishes a connection between the transmitter and the sensor, allow people to interact. They 
may be attached to any object in the environment due to their inexpensive production costs. The three varieties of RFID tags based 
on their power supply are active tags, passive tags, and semi-passive tags. In healthcare, RFID devices are used for patient detection 
and quantification, equipment and asset monitoring, reducing blood and medicine administration errors, and other real-world 
applications. Aside from that, it offers a wide range of practical applications, such as contactless payments, electronic passports, 
product tracking, and so on. An RFID tag is connected to these products, which provides important product information.  
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A transceiver, commonly known as an RFID tag, is a type of identification device that consists of an integrated circuit (IC) and an 
antenna. The integrated circuit is used to store and compute information. The antenna establishes a connection between the 
transceiver and the reader, ability to connect. Because of their low production costs, they can be connected to any object in the 
surroundings. The three varieties of RFID tags based on their power supply are active tags, passive tags, and semi-passive tags. 
Passive RFID tags are significant in this article because they have very limited memory, power, and processing capability, making 
traditional security techniques impossible to implement. 

 
This study offers a novel RFID restricted tag-friendly ultra-lightweight encryption method. The suggested approach is designed to 
keep RFID data and transmission safe. Easy RFID tag procedures will enable it to defend against with a number of risks, make it 
especially attractive to limited RFIDs. The most widely used cryptographic primitive is therefore block cipher, which provides 
highly strict security to IoHT devices but could be used for encryption, hashing, authentication, and random bit generation. A stream 
cipher can be generated by running a block cipher in counter mode, and the primitives of a block cipher are adaptable. Furthermore, 
the block cipher design is easier to grasp than the stream cipher architecture. The most difficult component of constructing 
lightweight block ciphers is dealing with trade-offs between performance, cost, and security. It is impossible to provide all three 
features to resource-constrained devices at the same time. The encryption in this work was carefully built with power and area limits 
in mind, and every effort was made to avoid any security compromises. The following properties apply to the cipher: 
1) The Feistel structure is used to create SLIM, a symmetric block cipher. This means that the encryption and decryption keys are 

the same. 
2) SLIM employs four 4 4 S-boxes as a non-linear encryption component that performs a non-linear operation on a 16-bit word. 
3) Despite its ease of deployment and design, SLIM has a stiffness profile against the most successful detrimental cryptanalyses 

"linear and differential attacks."  
4) The cipher is well-suited to the Internet of Things, and it can be easily deployed with resource-constrained devices such as 

RFID. 
The following is the format of the paper: Section II provides an overview of the literature as well as contemporary lightweight 
cryptography approaches. The proposed algorithm architecture and its features are explained in Section III. discussed. Section IV 
discusses the SLIM algorithm's implementation considerations. In Section V, we'll talk about how to evaluate your performance. 
The findings of cryptanalysis against linear and differential cryptanalysis are shown in Section VI, demonstrating that the cipher 
provides enough protection against these two serious attacks. The paper came to a close with a conclusion and references. 
 

II. RELATEDWORK 
The amount of storage space available for the cryptographic feature in RFID devices is limited, and the amount of power that can be 
consumed is also limited. As a result, one of the most appropriate strategies for data confidentiality in these settings is the 
lightweight cryptographic algorithm. This section includes the most recent state of the art in lightweight primitives or algorithms 
aimed at overcoming the limitations of low-cost RFID. In that order, we'll look at block ciphers, stream ciphers, hash functions, and 
random number generators.RFID systems are subject to a wide range of threats. RFID technology is evolving at a rapid pace, and 
the risks are evolving as well [24]. Because of the nature of RFID tags, a variety of cryptographic algorithms must be used to 
address security and  privacy problems. Because the implementation of these systems would demand a lot of computational power, 
memory, and resources, modern encryption techniques built for high-end devices are not suited for RFID tags [25]. 
One of the most fundamental cryptographic primitives is block ciphers. The TEA block cipher [26] was one of the earliest 
lightweight block ciphers, appearing in 1997. Table 1 compares some of the most recent suggestions for lightweight block ciphers in 
terms of their specifications. Hardware implementation area (GE), speed (Kbps) at a frequency of 100 kHz, and CMOS technology 
are all used to compare ciphers (m). Two well-known lightweight block ciphers on the list are PRESENT [2] and CLEFIA [10]. 
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In suggestions for RFID security and privacy protocols, hash functions are widely employed. Table 2 examines the needs of various 
of the most recent lightweight hash algorithms. The algorithms presented in the table may have numerous variants in terms of block 
size, output size, or internal state size, but only one variant is mentioned as an example. There aren't as many as there are block 
ciphers. ideas for stream ciphers that aren't too heavy. Table 3 lists a number of current lightweight stream cipher proposals, 
including Grain v1 [23], Trivium [23], and Enocoro [22]. Grain v1 and Trivium, two hardware-oriented ciphers featured in the 
eStream project's portfolio, are the most popular. The Enocoro and Trivium algorithms, on the other hand, are the most used 
lightweight stream ciphers. 

III. STRUCTURE OF THE PROPOSEDALGORITHM 
This section explains the structure of the suggested algorithm (SLIM). It's a type of symmetric encryption in which the same key is 
used for both encryption and decryption (encryption and decryption keys are identical). In both operations, the decryption sub-keys 
are applied in reverse order. Security and simplicity are two critical design challenges that are addressed in SLIM. By adopting the 
NIST guidelines report for key length, it establishes protection against the exhaustive search attack (key length 80). Confusion and 
diffusion are both achieved using SLIM. Confusion is solved using a tiny 4-bit S-box with high non-linearity features. The data is 
diffused using a combination of procedures in addition to the Feistel structure's nature.Simplicity is achieved, on the other hand, by 
the S-small box's size and the utilization of internal basic functions. The SLIM block cipher uses 32-bit plaintext and ciphertext 
blocks and is controlled by an 80-bit key. The main purpose of this algorithm's development is to have the smallest possible 
footprint for RFID applications. The cryptosystem was designed to be easy to implement in software and hardware. SLIM also 
consists of 32 rounds, each with 32 16-bit subkeys generated from an 80-bit key. The basic concept of the SLIM encryption method 
is shown in Figure 2. As seen in this diagram, the SLIM architecture is based on a Feistel structure. The input is divided into right 
and left sections, which run through multiple rounds, in addition to the created sub-keys (32-round). The key size might be 80 bits, 
and the input could be 32 bits. 
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A. Single Round processing 
To discover more about SLIM's design, look at the real structure of a single round. The 32-bit input is divided into 
Li and Ri, which are equal sixteen-bit halves. Equations 1 and 2 show the full processing at each round, in which 
the XOR operation is used to change the right half of the input Ri and the sub-key Ki. The output of the XORing 
operation is sent to a substitution box, and the output of the S-boxes is sent to a permutation process. Finally, the 
output is XORed with the left half to create the right half input for the next round. The right half of the input Ri 
became the left half of the next round's input, as shown in Equations 1 and 2. 
 Li=Ri−1 (1) 
Ri=Li−1⊕P(S(Ki⊕Ri−1)) (2) 
SLIM has addressed previous work constraints and limitations such as S-boxes trapdoors, memory size, speed, look-up tables, P-
boxes, key size, complexity, software, and hardware implementations. 
 
B. Substitution Layer 
One of the most difficult challenges in cryp- tography is designing S-boxes. Because they are the sole non-linear component in the 
most current algorithms, they can be regarded the cornerstone of all cryptosystems. As a result, the algorithm as a whole suffers 
from the poor design of S-boxes. In 1991, Biham [27] proposed differential cryptanalysis, which is based on the presence of DES S-
boxes trapdoor vulnerabilities. Furthermore, utilizing the same trapdoors in the S-boxes, Matsui was able to re-attack DES and 
minimize the time it took to crack it using a linear cryptanalysis approach.As a result, S-boxes must be carefully constructed or 
selected. SLIM uses the S-box (see Table 4) which is repeated four times in parallel to achieve a small footprint. The S-box must be 
robust enough to survive linear and differential attacks while still being one of the smallest 4-bit S-boxes [2]. The substitution layer 
is decided by the linear and differential cryptanalysis of the encryption. 
 
C. Permutation Layer 
Permutation is a broad term for rearrangement. In this case, the permutation is the SLIM function's final phase. The permutation box 
accepts 16-bit inputs and permutes them using a set of rules to produce a 16-bit output. When there is no fixed point, the 
permutation process is detailed in Table 5 to avoid linearity analysis. The permutation layer is determined depending on the cipher's 
linear and differential cryptanalysis. 
x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F   
P(x) 7 13 1 8 11 14 2 5 4 10 15 0 3 6 9 12 

 
TABLE 5: Permutation layer of SLIM 

 
Figure 2: SLIM encryption 
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X   01   2   34 5678   9A  B  C   D   E  F 
S(x)  C   5   6     B  9   0   A  D  3 E  F84712 

TABLE 4: Substitution layer of SLIM 
 
x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C DE F   
P(x) 7 13 1 8 11 14 2 5 4 10 15 0 3 6 9 12 

 
TABLE 5: Permutation layer of SLIM 

 
 
D. Key Generation 
32 sub-keys (16 bits) are required for 32 rounds and a 32-bit block, which are created from the 80-bit encryption key (see Figure 3). 
The following is the generation scheme: 
1) The first five sub-keys, labelled K1, K2, and K5, are immediately extracted from the original key, with K1 corresponding to the 

first (least important) 16-bits, K2 to the next 16, and so on. The 80-bit key is then split in half by a splitter, yielding two 40-bit 
values labelled KeyMSB and KeyLSB, which are then processed individually. 

2) KeyLSB conducts a two-bit circular left shift at the conclusion of each cycle, and the resulting output is XORed by KeyMSB. 
The output of the XORing process is transferred to a substitution layer. The output of the S- boxes and the rotated KeyMSB 
(KeyMSB 3) are merged using the XOR technique to form the round sub-key. 

 
D. Slim Decryptionstructure 
The decryption procedure is the same as the encryption process. The same SLIM structure is used for SLIM decryption, but the 
decryption sub-key is applied in the reverse order, with a different sub-key option. Figure 4 depicts the reverse procedure for both 
encryption and decryption of round i. Like any symmetric encryption technique, the decryption round structure is comparable to that 
of encryption. The encryption procedure with the Ki subkey is shown on the left-hand side of Figure 4. In the round output, the 
coded message is represented by n-bits. On the other hand, the decryption procedure employing the same sub-key Ki is shown on 
the right side of Figure 4. The round function comes after the other functions in the sequence. In the round output, the original 
message is represented by n-bits. 
 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS OFTHE PROPOSED SLIMALGORITHM 
As previously stated, the goal of SLIM is to make software and hardware implementation more straightforward. Software 
implementation is less expensive and more platform-agnostic than hardware implementation. The concepts of software 
implementation are as follows: 
1) Use of sub-blocks: For faultless cipher operations, they must use sub-blocks that are suitable and natural for software in the 

shape of 4, 8, 16, or 32 bits. Because SLIM can employ either 4 or 16-bit sub-blocks, this is a simple task. 
2) Use basic operations: It should be simple to programme addition, subtraction, shifting, complementing, XORing, and other 

operations. The components of SLIM also meet this requirement. 
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The following are the hardware implementation design concepts: 
a) Encryption and decryption are similar: The only difference between encryption and decryption should be how the key is used, 

allowing the same device to perform both tasks. The structure of SLIM meets this requirement. as well as the expenses of 
implementation SLIM employs four 4 4 S-shaped S-shapedS-shapedS-shapedS-shaped S- • Using small S-boxes might help 
you conserve memory space. 

b) Regular structure: For VLSI implementation, the cipher should have a regular structure. SLIM is made up of just one simple 
modular construction component that can be reused many times. 

 
 

A. Hardware Implementation Of The Proposed Slim Algorithm 
A round-based SLIM implementation is simple to make, however a serialised SLIM implementation poses some challenges to a 
hardware designer. Focus on the later, which has a 4 bit data path width, rather than the older design's complexities. The 
permutation stage is the most difficult because it permutes the entire state. As a result, operations on 4-bit chunks are no longer 
feasible; instead, operations on the complete state (16-bit) are used. Processing all components of the state and conducting one 
round of SLIM requires four clock cycles in the suggested architecture depicted in Figure 5. Then, for one clock cycle, swapping the 
contents of the registers as the Feistel structure requires, i.e. acting on the full state. This clock cycle had been used for the 
permutation operation, but in the proposed design, both halves of the state had already been XORed. As a result, the right halve of 
prior clock cycles was reversed before being stored as the new left halve. After the XOR total of both halves is permuted, the final 
step of one SLIM cycle is performed. The following operations are performed when the contents of the registers are swapped: 
The circuit area in GE required for the SLIM lightweight cipher is determined using the standard ASIC library IBM 8RF (0.130 ms). 
D-flip-flops for storing the key and data state, which are standard library values for various gates, take up the space required in the 
aforementioned implementation. The storage of an 80-bit key takes about 340 GE, while the storage of a 32-bit data state takes 
about 136 GE [28]. The following are the three sub-functions that make up the circular structure: (XOR, S-box, and permutation). 
1) Add Round Key: The SLIM key addition technique uses a 4-bit XOR operation to complete this mixing procedure, which takes 

around a minute (7.5 GE). 
2) Substitution-layer: The non-linear S-box layer in the serial implementation of SLIM is made up of a single 4-bit S-box, which 

takes up about a megabyte (27 GE). 
3) Diffusion-layer: A permutation process is conducted at the end of each SLIM round function, which is simple to implement and 

takes up no space. 
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Finally, both halves' extra modulo 2 necessitates a 4-bit XOR operation, which necessitates (7.5 GE). Furthermore, the normal round 
of SLIM necessitates two 2-to-1 MUXes to select between the input data (plaintext) and the output that emerges at the bottom of the 
preceding round's data-path; a single 2-to-1 MUX process necessitates (2 2.25 = 4.5 GE). As a result, Table 6 was 2.25 GE. As a 
result of the multiplexing (selecting), the full encryption process region is represented in gate equivalents. 
Figure 6 depicts the fundamental scheduling architecture. The key generator structure is made up of the three sub-functions listed 
below (XOR, S-box, and shifting). 
 
a) Shifting Procedure: In SLIM, the key segments' right-hand sides (LSBs) are sent via a two-step left circular shifting process 

that does not require any gates. The key segments' left-hand side (MSBs) are passed through a three-step left circular shifting 
process that does not require any gates. 

 

 
 
b) Substitution-layer: In SLIM, the Single S-box is used for key scheduling to reduce datapath implementation overhead. The non-

linear S-box layer, shown in Figure 7, is made up of a single 4-bit S-box (4-AND, 4-XOR) that takes roughly a second to 
compute (13 GE). 

c) XORing Process: The key generator requires two 4-bit XOR operations to alter the distinct inputs in SLIM, which takes roughly (2 
7.5 = 13 GE). 

Finally, a single 2-to-1 MUX is required to pick between the input key and the result that appears at the bottom of the preceding round's 
data-path; a single 2-to-1 MUX costs 2.25 GE. As a result, Table 7 shows GE's primary scheduling calculations for this architecture's 
hardware implementation. 
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V. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED SLIMALGORITHM 
The cryptographic strength features of the SLIM are as follows, as shown in this section: 
1) Block Length: The block length should be long enough to avoid statistical analysis. This also applies to SLIM, which use a 32-

bit block. 
2) Key Length: The key length should be long enough to avoid lengthy key searches. SLIM is secure in this region for the time 

being, thanks to its 80-bit length. 
3) Confusion: The ciphertext should be based on the plaintext and key in a complicated and related manner. The goal is to make it 

more difficult to determine how plaintext statistics affect ciphertext statistics. A powerful 4-bit S-box is used by SLIM to do 
this. 

4) Diffusion: Each plaintext bit should affect each ciphertext bit, and each key bit should affect each ciphertext, allowing the 
plaintext statistical structure to be spread across several ciphertext bits. SLIM utilises a permutation method in addition to 
interchanging the two halves of the plaintext each round. This structure takes two (n/2)-bit plaintext values as input and 
produces two (n/2)-bit sub-keys from the key. Each output bit is dependent on each plaintext input bit and each sub-key bit in 
the first round. This core structure is repeated m times by the algorithm. 

Table 8 compares the results of SLIM's hardware implementation to those of other algorithms. Because they are lightweight block 
ciphers built on 0.13m technol- vary on the kind of FF, technology, library, and other factors [9], the statistics should be treated with 
caution. The ogy has been captured on tape. The table also includes Gates/Memory Bit, which indicates the size (in GE) of the 1-bit 
memory device used for the key and states. SPECK32-64 has a smaller implementation area, but it only uses a 64-bit key. 

 
 

TABLE 8: Hardware implementations comparison of lightweight block cipher on 0.13 mm technology
 

 
 

Algorithm Technology(µm) Key Size Block Size Area (GE) Network Structure 
AES-128 [30] 0.13 128 128 3100 SPN 

CLEFIA [31] 0.13 128 128 2488 GFN 
PRINCE [32] 0.13 128 64 2953 SPN 
LED [33] 0.13 128 64 3194 SPN 
PRESENT-80 [2] 0.13 80 64 2195 SPN 
NOEKEON [34] 0.13 128 128 2880 SPN 
KLEIN [11] 0.13 64 64 1432 SPN 
RECTANGLE [35] 0.13 80 64 1111 SPN 
SPECK [28] 0.13 64 32 549 Feistel 
SPECK [28] 0.13 96 48 778 Feistel 
SPECK [28] 0.13 128 64 1005 Feistel 
SIMON [28] 0.13 64 32 562 Feistel 
SIMON [28] 0.13 96 48 796 Feistel 
SIMON [28] 0.13 128 64 1026 Feistel 
XTEA [26] 0.13 128 64 2521 Feistel 
SEA [34] 0.13 96 96 2562 Feistel 
mCrypton-64 [3] 0.13 64 128 2420 GFN 
mCrypton-96 [3] 0.13 96 128 2681 GFN 
mCrypton-128 [3] 0.13 128 128 2949 SPN 
Piccolo-80 [4] 0.13 80 64 683 GFN 
Piccolo-128 [4] 0.13 128 64 758 GFN 
SLIM 0.13 80 32 553 Feistel 
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VI. CRYPTANALYSIS OFSLIM 
 

 
Linear and differential cryptanalysis are the most significant cryptanalytic tools. In all cryptanalysis methodologies, the attacker 
tries to find a linear or differential path through the multiple rounds of cipher. Finding an optimal approach is the most difficult 
problem of such assaults due to the large search space of choices. Dwivedi et al. [36] proposed a Nested search based heuristic 
strategy to locate the differential path in many block ciphers. However, applying such a technique directly to any cipher is not as 
simple as plugging it in; it necessitates a high level of coding expertise to alter the cipher in the needed format. In most block 
ciphers, such approaches may be used to discover the linear or differential route.The code is written in Python and can be found on 
GitHub [37] by clicking here. 
 
A. Linear Crypt Analysis 
Matsui [38] invented linear cryptanalysis in 1993, and it has since become the most powerful method for decrypting any encryption. 
The primary idea is to approximate the relationship between plaintext (input) and ciphertext (output) bits using a linear 
approximation. Such a link should hold with probability 0.5 (bias = 0) for a safe cipher. If an attacker can find a relationship where 
bias 6=0, it could be turned into an attack. To find linear paths in cipher, first make a linear approximation table for the S-box. In 
each round, the Nested approach tries to find the best bias from the approximation table and offer the best path. Matsui presented a 
formula for estimating total bias in his paper [38]. The differential path (see Table 9) could only be determined for the first 11 
rounds, so cipher is safe for the total number of rounds. 
 
  

TABLE 9: Linear trails for SLIM Cipher 
Round Block1 Block2 Bias Active S-box 

1 0x0000 0x8000 2 1 
2 0x8000 0x0420 4 2 
3 0x0420 0x6000 1 1 
4 0x6000 0x8400 2 2 
5 0x8400 0x8639 5 4 
6 0x8639 0xec0f 5 3 
7 0xec0f 0x5c01 4 3 
8 0x5c01 0xd070 2 2 
9 0xd070 0x0005 2 1 
10 0x0005 0x0002 2 1 
11 0x0002 0x0040 2 1 

Total Bias:   32 21 
 

TABLE 10: Differential trails for SLIM Cipher 
 

Round Block1 Block2 log2p Active S-box 
1 0x0000 0x8000 3 1 
2 0x8000 0x8001 5 2 
3 0x8001 0x1003 5 2 
4 0x1003 0x1000 2 1 
5 0x1000 0x9002 5 2 
6 0x9002 0x0060 3 1 
7 0x0060 0x0006 4 2 

Total Probability:   27 11 
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B. Differential Crypt Analysis 
Biham et al. [27] presented One of the most powerful approaches for decrypting any encryption is differential cryptanalysis. In the 
case of a selected plaintext ciphertext situation, when an intruder can access the encrypted text by selecting any plaintext as the 
cipher's input, differential cryptanalysis is performed. To do differential cryptanalysis, the attacker must first get a pair of plaintexts 
with a constant difference between them. The mismatch could be due to a 2n modular addition or an XOR operation (see Figure 8). 

 
A distinct path (sometimes called a trail or a characteristic) is a set of variations formed by cipher encryption over multiple rounds. 
Attackers are mostly interested in non-linear components when hunting for the differential path (in this example, the S-box). There 
could be several output differences for a given input difference (through Sbox). As a result, the attacker builds an S-box difference 
distribution table that shows the likelihood of a specific output over another. We adopted the Nested tree search heuristic technique 
suggested by Dwivedi et al. [39], [40] to locate a differential path in SLIM in this research. To begin, we created a difference 
distribution table based on S-box criteria and attempted to design a differential path using that table. We were only able to identify 
the differential path (see Table 10) for the first seven rounds, hence the encryption is safe for the entire amount of rounds. 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 
SLIM is a novel ultra-lightweight cryptography technique for RFID devices introduced in this research. RFID systems are 
susceptible to a variety of cyber-threats. The most difficult problem with RFID systems is ensuring effective resistance against these 
assaults. Because they require a lot of CPU power, memory, and resources to execute, modern encryption algorithms optimized for 
maximum devices are not appropriate for RFID systems. In RFID systems, the amount of available cryptographic storage space is 
restricted, and the amount of power that may be consumed is severely limited. Lightweight cryptographic algorithms are one of the 
most acceptable solutions for protecting information in these scenarios. The proposed SLIM ultra-lightweight cryptography solution 
is well suitable for use in RFID systems that have limitations. SLIM is a block cipher with a 32-bit block size based on a Feistel 
structure. SLIM uses a long key length of 80 bits to avoid exhaustive key searches. To investigate how ciphertext statistics rely on 
plaintext statistics, SLIM employs a strong four fourfour substitution box. With a small implementation area of just 553 GE, an 
appropriate cost/security for RFID devices, and energy-efficient behaviour, the suggested algorithm performs well in both hardware 
and software settings. SLIM has demonstrated strong immunity and a considerable protection margin against the most successful 
linear and differential cryptanalysis attacks. The suggested technique is appropriate for wireless networks, particularly Wireless 
Sensor Networks (WSNs) and Internet of Things (IoT) applications, where data transmissions are often only a few bytes long. In 
comparison to other known and implemented algorithms, SLIM proved to be extremely efficient.In the future, SLIM will be 
installed on a healthcare IoT framework in order to assess it for sensitive applications. 
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